
INTERDISCIPLINARITY 
ISSUES
the topic of interdisciplinarity is one 

that any university must address in order 
to be successful in a world where tech-
nological integration is a major source 
of technological development. But there 
are correct and incorrect approaches to 
intedisciplinarity. What interdisciplinarity 
should not be is: i) a group of people each 
an expert on everything; ii) putting people 
from different expertise in the same place 
and hoping interdisciplinary stuff hap-
pens; iii) creating the tools for everything 
that is needed in all fields. What interdis-
ciplinarity should be is: i) establishment of 
communications that enable idea-filtering; 
ii) idea-filtering creating information that 
is useful; iii) allowing that useful informa-
tion to become institutional knowledge, 
which for Eric Beinhocker in his origin 
of Wealth book is the true wealth of any 
institution [1].

interdisciplinarity correctly done can 
thus be a source of wealth. a university 
interested in exploring the major advan-
tages of interdisciplinarity should do the 
following: i) degrees based on topics 
rather than fields, e.g. a degree on solar 
panel construction rather than a course 

on mechanical engineering which can 
be applied to a lot of things but cannot 
make anything with it; ii) have language 
classes integrated within the degrees 
based on what are the countries with the 
most job offerings for that degree; iii) built 
the degree based on what employers are 
saying they are needing right now, and 
forecasting the job offerings of the future.

in the perspective of complexity 
economics proposed by Eric Beinhocker 
[1], wealth is useful information institu-
tionally implemented, meaning informa-
tion that can be used to build things by 
that institution (an institution can be as 
small as a single person). information is 
directly related to entropy, in that entropy 
equals the total amount of information in 
a system. in complexity economics, the 
economical environment is represented 
as a system of interacting atoms, except 
that now the atoms can make elaborate 
decisions. in a system of freely moving 
interacting atoms, like in a liquid, the 
atoms undergo Brownian motions which 
can be approximated by random walks. 
random walks in chaitin’s Meta Math! 
[2] are described as general purpose tools 
which can describe darwinian evolution. 
likewise in complexity economics, the 
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Fig. 1. Differences Between Standard Economics and the Complexity Economics.

traditional economics Economy as complex  adaptive system

dynamics Economies are closed, static, linear
systems in equilibrium

Economies are open, dynamic, non-
linear systems far from equilibrium

agents
(human 
behaviour)

spock-like.

only use rational deduction. Have perfect 
information and infinite computational power. 
no errors, biases and hence no learning needed.

More like Bart simpson.

Mix deductive/inductive decision-
making, i.e., rules of thumb. imperfect 
information and finite computing power.
Makes mistakes, learns and adapts over time.

networks / 
institutions

assumes people only interact indirectly through 
market mechanisms. information is adequately 
conveyed by prices and quantity.

Explicitly accounts for network structure of 
interactions and institutions.

linergence Macro patterns are the linear adding
up of micro behaviours. agents are
homogenous and representative.

Macro patterns emerge non-linearly
from micro behaviours and interactions.

Evolution contains no endogenous mechanism for creating 
novelty, or growth in order and complexity.

Evolutionary process creates novelty
and growing order and complexity over time.

Fig. 2. The economic complexity index (ECI) [3, 4] is a measure defined at the Harvard-MIT Ob-
servatory of Economic Complexity) of the production characteristics of large economic systems, 
usually whole countries. A) Global ECI levels. B) ECI components for Portugal; C) ECI components 
for Germany; D) ECI components for Russia.
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economical systems evolve in a land-
scape of all possible economical systems. 
Evolution is an all-purpose formula for 
innovation, a formula that, through its 
special brand of trial and error, creates 
new designs and solves difficult problems. 
Evolution can perform its tricks not just in 
the “substrate” of dna, but in any system 
that has the right information-processing 
and information-storage characteristics, 
e.g. the business plan of a company.

Evolution’s simple recipe of “differ-
entiate, select, and amplify” is a type of 
computer program. it can do its order-
creating work in realms ranging from 
computer software to the mind, to human 
culture, and to the economy [2].

But a more complex economy is 
likely to require changes in social inter-
action. in the work by oishi and Kesebit 
[5] it is analyzed what is the optimal 
social networking depending on the sur-
rounding economical conditions. let’s say 
we have a population of 1,000 people 
with 10 friends each and no “random” 
friends. that is, everyone’s friends are 
drawn only from a strictly defined social 
circle [family and neighbors]. in that case, 
the average degree of separation is 50; 
in other words, on average it will take 50 
hops to get from one randomly selected 
person to another. But if we now say that 
25% of everyone’s friends are random 
[not family or neighbors], that is, drawn 
from outside their normal social circle, 

then the average degree of separation 
drops dramatically to �.6.

in an extreme narrow [deep ties] 
social network, there are no random 
friends. in a extreme broad [weak ties] all 
the friends are “random”. the obtained 
results [5] indicate that narrow [deep ties] 
are only economically favorable in low 
mobility high crisis probability situa-
tions, and on low residential mobility low 
median income situations; for all other 
situations brad [weak ties] are better. 

INTERDISCIPLINARITY 
EXAMPLES
as interdisciplinary examples, we 

will consider: i) neuroscience; ii) films & 
games; iii) gene development; iiii) con-
temporary national grid. Each of these 
topics involves several presently-existing 
courses, but each of the examples only 
uses a part of those courses, so a possibil-
ity for a university would be to focus on 
the topic, so that someone with a degree 
in the topic could coordinate (and/or 
implement) the interactions between peo-
ple with presently existing degrees.

DISCUSSION
We address the correct and incor-

rect approaches to interdisciplinarity in 
engineering. the reason for the correct-
ness of an interdisciplinary approach is 
directly related to its capacity to address 
the major difficulty of interdisciplinar-

 low Mobility (10%), low crisis Probability (0.2)
 low Mobility (10%), High crisis Probability (0.8)
 High Mobility (40%), low crisis Probability (0.2)
 High Mobility (10%), High crisis Probability (0.8)

Fig. 3. Oishi and Kesebit’s [5] results on what is the optimal social networking.

 High residential Mobility (10%), High Median income (0.2)

 High residential Mobility (10%), low Median income (0.8)

 low residential Mobility (40%), High Median income  (0.2)

 low residential Mobility (10%), low Median income  (0.8)
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ity, the impossibility of being up-to-date 
in all the disciplines. it is hard enough 
keeping up-to-date in one discipline, 
keeping up-to-date with all the disciplines 
that interact in an interdisciplinary way 
is virtually impossible. that has always 
been the drawback of interdisciplinary 
approaches to engineering education, no 
matter how well prepared a student is 
by the university, without the permanent 
professor-induced and colleague-induced 
pressure to perform, the student loses 
contact with the relevant literature in a 
short amount of time. if that is relevant for 
standard degrees, it is even more so for 
interdisciplinary degrees.

the remedy we propose is that the 
interdisciplinary degree focuses in produc-
tion topics, meaning that the student has 
an interdisciplinary education focused 
around the generation of a certain type 
of product. the focus is not the area of 
knowledge, but the area of production. 
focusing on the production is likely to 
increase the usefulness of the student in 
the job market, and if a certain form of 
production disappears, what appears after 
is likely to be an evolution of previously 
existing forms of production. so, all the 
ex-student will be asked to do after finish-
ing the degree is to keep up with the evo-
lution in the production techniques associ-
ated to the student’s area of expertise.

topics Presently Existing courses
neuroscience genetic Eng., social sciences, Biomedical Eng., Psychology, Physics 

films & games Marketing, computer Eng., literature, Management, Publicity
gene development Bioinfomatics, genetic Eng, Biomedical Eng., Physic, computer Eng.

contemporary Power grid Electrical Eng., Mechanical Eng., informatics, transportation Eng.

Table 1. Relation Between Topcs and Presently Existing Universitary Courses.

Figure 4. Examples of Interdisciplinary Areas.

diffusion Mri data ProcEssing in nEurosciEnE

diffusion sPEctruM iMaging (dsi)  
rEsult [6] using diffusion Mri

diffErEnt Brain connEction rEsults 
(E.g., dsi on tHE rigHt) using tHE HuMan 
connEctoME concEPt [7]
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Fig. 4. Examples of Interdisciplinary Areas.

MaP of gEnEtic rElation BEtWEEn disEasEs, tHE disEasoME [8]

distriBution across EXPErtisE arEas for an aVEragE  
filM Production BEtWEEn 1994 and 201� (550 PEoPlE) 

Visual Effect 156

other  
crew  10�

art department 55

camera and Electrical 
department...  55

stunts  �6

sound department   �2

special Effects by   22

Music  
department   20

Makeup department 17

animation department 

costume and Wardrobe department  14

Editorial department

second unit director or assistan...  9
Produced by 8
casting department 6
Production Management  
thanks 4
Writing credits  

transportation department  1�
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